ABSTRACT Existing radio access networks (RANs) allow only for very limited sharing of the communication and computation resources among wireless operators and heterogeneous wireless technologies. We introduce the LayBack architecture to facilitate communication and computation resource sharing among different wireless operators and technologies. LayBack organizes the RAN communication and multiaccess edge computing (MEC) resources into layers, including a devices layer, a radio node (enhanced Node B and access point) layer, and a gateway layer. LayBack positions the coordination point between the different operators and technologies just behind the gateways and thus consistently decouples the fronthaul from the backhaul. The coordination point is implemented through a software defined networking (SDN) switching layer that connects the gateways to the backhaul (core) network layer. A unifying SDN orchestrator implements an SDN-based management framework that centrally manages the fronthaul and backhaul communication and computation resources and coordinates the cooperation between different wireless operators and technologies. We illustrate the capabilities of the introduced LayBack architecture and SDN-based management framework through a case study on a novel fluid cloud RAN (CRAN) function split. The fluid CRAN function split partitions the RAN functions into function blocks that are flexibly assigned to MEC nodes, effectively implementing the RAN functions through network function virtualization. We find that for non-uniform call arrivals, the computation of the function blocks with resource sharing among operators increases a revenue rate measure by more than 25% compared to the conventional CRAN where each operator utilizes only its own resources.
FIGURE 1.
Illustration of proposed LayBack architecture: LayBack flexibly interfaces with heterogeneous radio access network (RAN) technologies through a network of gateways and SDN switches. At the ''coordination point'' just behind (to the right) of the respective gateways, LayBack accesses and controls the heterogeneous RANs through the SDN switching layer. The SDN switching layer consistently decouples the RAN fronthaul from the backhaul. The unifying SDN orchestrator integrates the legacy backhaul, existing architectures, and future SDN architectures. The SDN orchestrator is the central authority that controls every part of the architecture, including fronthaul and backhaul. Multi-access edge computing (MEC) nodes may be distributed throughout the radio node, gateway, SDN switching, and SDN backhaul layers.
degree, due to the lack of a convenient effective signaling infrastructure across the wireless access networks. To provide this missing signaling infrastructure, in this paper we propose a novel SDN-based architecture: the Layered Backhaul (LayBack) architecture. Our contributions are summarized next.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
The Layered Backhaul (LayBack) architecture, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 , addresses the wireless access bottleneck by judiciously employing the existing RAN and multi-access edge computing (MEC) [5] resources under a unifying Software Defined Networking (SDN) orchestrator [6] , [7] . We strategically place the SDN orchestrator at the network backhaul behind the gateways of the different wireless access technologies. The centralized SDN orchestrator manages the use of MEC resources distributed across the network to provide network services, such as the RAN services.
We make three main contributions. 1) We introduce the novel LayBack architecture which comprehensively integrates the wireless fronthaul and backhaul of heterogeneous wireless technologies and operators in Section III. LayBack places the coordination point between the heterogeneous wireless technologies and operators behind the gateways of the respective technologies and operators. Thus, from this coordination point, an SDN switching network can flexibly interconnect the respective gateways with a unifying SDN orchestrator and the backhaul (core) networks, see Fig. 1 .
2) We introduce an SDN based management framework for coordinating distributed MEC resources to support network services in Section IV. The SDN based management is executed at a unifying SDN orchestrator. The unifying SDN orchestrator performs the interlayer management and coordination within the LayBack architecture so as to readily utilize the distributed communication and computing resources across heterogeneous technologies and operators. 3) We illustrate the usage of the LayBack architecture and management framework through a quantitative case study on resource sharing in a RAN with multiple operators or technologies in Sections V and VI. The case study considers fluid RAN function splits, where RAN function block computations are dynamically assigned to MEC nodes. The evaluation results indicate that for non-uniform call arrivals, the resource sharing enabled by LayBack can increase the revenue from completed calls by more than 25%. We have presented another case study that utilizes LayBack for the optimization of communication resource allocations across different operators, gateways, and radio nodes in [8] .
new technologies and deployments. The European project 5G Xhaul has studied a wide range of RANC aspects, including 5G network requirements [10] and the benefits of SDN control [11] , [12] . The 5G Xhaul project also investigated aspects of specific frontend radio technologies, such as MIMO [13] and mmWave [14] , and optical network technologies for the backhaul [15] . Moreover, the slicing (virtualization) of the network has been studied [16] . Similarly, the European Crosshaul project has considered the RANC combining radio fronthaul and the backhaul [17] , [18] . The Crosshaul project has investigated aspects of the SDN control [19] , as well as the mmWave [20] and MIMO [21] transmissions. In addition, the slicing of the network [22] and wired (including optical) transport have been considered [23] . These transport aspects are currently further examined in the European Metrohaul project [24] . Similarly, other research groups have examined slicing in RANCs [25] , as well as the transport solutions for fronthaul [26] and backhaul [27] . LayBack complements the 5G Xhaul and Crosshaul architectures as well as other recently proposed SDN-based RANC architectures, such as CROWD [28] , iJOIN [29] , and U-WN [30] , as well as similar architectures [31] , [32] , in that LayBack consistently decouples the wireless radio access (fronthaul) technologies, such as LTE or WiFi, and corresponding gateways from the backhaul access network.
The recently proposed SDN-based architectures generally retain some dependencies or direct interconnections between the fronthaul and the backhaul and thus have limited flexibility to accommodate heterogeneous wireless access technologies and to allow the fronthaul to evolve independently. In contrast, LayBack achieves these flexibilities by moving the management ''coordination point'' between different wireless access technologies behind the gateways of the respective technologies, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and elaborated in Section III. In brief, LayBack coordinates heterogeneous fronthauls and their respective gateways through central coordination behind the gateways through an SDN switching network that connects to a unifying SDN orchestrator (see Section IV). The positioning of the coordination point and the SDN switching layer just behind the respective gateways gives the LayBack SDN orchestrator direct access to the fronthauls and allows for flexible switching between heterogeneous fronthauls and backhauls.
The proposed LayBack architecture is also different from recent SDN tiered control architectures, e.g., three-tiered architectures [33] , as well as prior research on SDN-based architectures, such as [12] and [15] , through the tight integration of the distributed MEC with the provisioning of network access services.
B. MEC FOR RAN FUNCTION SPLITS
A computing infrastructure that is installed in close proximity to the wireless users and radio nodes is referred to as multi-access edge computing or mobile-edge computing (MEC) [34] . The MEC mechanism by Wang et al. [35] jointly performs user-computation offloading and radio node physical resource block (PRB) allocation (as a mechanism to manage wireless interference). Similar MEC mechanisms that jointly optimize user computations and wireless resources have been examined in [36] .
Building on this prior work, we assume that computing nodes are distributed across the network. The emerging challenge is to coordinate and manage the distributed computing and network services for increasing numbers of nodes. Advanced management mechanisms are necessary, such as distributed agent-based edge computing [37] and computational resource management [38] . To the best of our knowledge, the existing fog and MEC resource management studies have been limited to the offloading of user application computations and computations for specific individual function blocks (steps) involved in wireless physical layer transmissions, e.g., interference management. Complementary to the existing mechanisms, we propose a uniform framework to comprehensively manage the computations for the full range of steps involved in providing RAN services.
The function split in RANs between the radio nodes, also referred to as remote radio heads (RRHs) or remote radio units, and the base band units (BBUs) has been investigated in several recent studies, including [39] - [42] . Our fluid RAN function split in Sections V and VI fundamentally differs from prior work in that we generalize the RAN computations to be performed via flexible function chaining [43] on distributed MEC nodes. The RAN computations are coordinated on demand through SDN control. A traditional cloud RAN (CRAN) provides the computing in a centralized manner. On the other hand, the emerging Next Generation Fronthaul Interface (NGFI) [44] , [45] architecture allows for the static assignment of the RAN computation tasks to two specific MEC nodes, namely a Digital Unit (DU) and a Central Unit (CU), and to complete the remaining computations at the BBU. In contrast, our SDN controlled fluid RAN approach flexibly assigns RAN computations tasks to an arbitrary number of MEC nodes.
III. PROPOSED LAYBACK NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
LayBack is enabled by recent advances in software defined networking (SDN) [46] . LayBack breaks down the boundaries separating different wireless technologies by providing a unifying SDN-based signalling infrastructure. As shown in Fig. 1 , by bringing all wireless access technologies (and corresponding operators that are willing to share their available resources and dynamic reconfiguration policies) under the umbrella of a unifying SDN orchestrator (top right of Fig. 1 ), LayBack achieves (i) the benefits of the individual wireless technologies, and (ii) the benefits that can be reaped through the coexistence and cooperation of multiple wireless technologies and operators.
LayBack complements and augments the potential of the popular Cloud RAN (CRAN) abstraction, because the backhaul is the point of convergence of Internet traffic and therefore is the ideal point to orchestrate the cooperative management of different wireless Internet technologies.
In traditional network infrastructures, network functions are tightly coupled with the network elements, such as the gateways, and the network elements are therefore commonly referred to as ''communication nodes''. In contrast in emerging MEC based infrastructures, network functions are implemented as virtualized entities on generic computing resources; hence the network elements are often referred to as ''computing nodes''. The LayBack architecture homogeneously considers both existing traditional and newly emerging network infrastructure deployments; thus we refer to the network elements generally as ''nodes''. The computing capabilities in the communication nodes in existing infrastructures can be enabled by augmenting the communication nodes with MEC nodes.
A. THE LAYERS OF THE LAYBACK ARCHITECTURE
We proceed to describe the key components and functionalities of the proposed LayBack architecture in more detail. We note that MEC nodes permeate all layers from the radio node layer to the SDN backhaul layer in Fig. 1 .
1) WIRELESS END DEVICES LAYER
Mobile wireless end devices are heterogeneous and have a wide range of requirements. Providing reasonable qualityoriented services to every device is a key challenge of wireless network design. Future devices that are part of the so called Internet of Things (IoT), will likely be highly applicationspecific, such as health monitoring biosensors [47] . Visions for 5G wireless systems foresee that a user can request network services and applications independently of the wireless technology, i.e., physical aspects of the network connectivity, wireless protocols, and physical infrastructures of the core networks. As no single wireless technology can serve all purposes, we believe that it will be vital to provide a unifying network architecture and management framework so as to flexibly and efficiently provide wireless services.
2) RADIO NODES LAYER
Radio nodes, such as the evolved NodeB (eNB) in LTE or an access point (AP) in WiFi, provide RAN services to the end devices. Aside from LTE and WiFi, there exists a wide range of wireless access technologies (and protocols), including Wi-MAX, Zig-Bee, Bluetooth, and near field communication (NFC) [48] . These wireless technologies have unique advantages and serve unique purposes; therefore, a fluidly flexible radio node that seamlessly supports a diverse range of wireless protocols is desired [49] .
RANs are not only heterogeneous in the wireless access technologies, RAN operational and deployment aspects are also highly operator specific. RAN technology advancements in the area of CRAN [39] have pushed the limits of scalability and flexibility through leveraging SDN and NFV concepts [43] . As a result of the wide range of network applications, which may be specific to operators and network architectures, the operation of the radio nodes layer is highly complex. Through our proposed LayBack architecture we can bring transparency to the network, easing the transitions among multiple heterogeneous RANs.
3) GATEWAY LAYER
The gateway layer encompasses the network entities between the radio node layer and the SDN switching layer in Fig. 1 . A CRAN consists of a BBU gateway that collectively processes the basebands of several RRHs, which in turn may simultaneously support multiple wireless technologies. Radio nodes operating in a non-CRAN environment, such as non-CRAN macro cell eNBs, process the baseband locally and connect directly to the core (backhaul layer) network gateways via the SDN switching layer. Similarly, WiFi APs at residential sites typically connect to a cable or DSL modem, eventually connecting to a cable modem transmission system (CMTS) or customer premise equipment (CPE) gateway. Interactions between the gateways can be enabled by extending the gateway functions to support SDN actions, under the control of a unifying SDN orchestrator.
4) SDN SWITCHING LAYER
SDN switches are capable of a wide range of functions, such as forwarding a packet to any port, duplicating a packet on multiple ports, modifying the content inside a packet, or dropping the packet [6] , [7] . The LayBack architecture homogeneously accommodates different technologies embedded in the networking switching elements. For example, a group of users who are connected to different operators, such as WiFi and LTE, can request a common content delivery service. In such a scenario, by supporting caching, the switching network elements can enable the content caching mechanism [50] serving uniformly all the users, irrespective of their wireless connectivity (i.e., LTE or WiFi) and gateway layers. The LayBack SDN switching layer directly connects to the gateways of the respective RAN technologies and operators and thus effectively provides a ''coordination point'' to control all RANs. At the same time, the SDN switching layer decouples the RANs (fronthaul) from the backhaul.
5) SDN BACKHAUL (CORE) NETWORK LAYER
The backhaul (core) network layer comprises technologyspecific network elements, such as the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) which supports the connectivity of LTE eNBs. Similarly, for 2G/3G legacy cellular architectures, the core network includes networking elements, such as a Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and a Radio Network Controller (RNC). We define a generic programmable gateway and the SDN controller to represent all the SDN-based core network architectures, such as iJOIN and xHAUL [15] . The generic SDN controller abstracts the underlying design of the data plane and control plane specific to the architecture. The unifying SDN orchestrator extends the SDN functions to the core network elements that are not native to SDN, such as EPC and SGSN, so as to dynamically reconfigure the core network. Communication between multiple core network elements can implement the multi-operator network 57548 VOLUME 6, 2018 sharing mechanisms as well as user mobility, e.g., handover, across multiple technologies.
6) UNIFYING SDN ORCHESTRATOR
The unifying SDN orchestrator plays an important role in creating a common platform for all the heterogeneous network technologies and operators (which can be viewed as heterogeneous network domains) across all the layers in the LayBack architecture. Although we view the SDN orchestrator as a single entity, actual orchestrator deployments can consist of multiple SDN controllers that are hierarchically organized to form a single virtual orchestrator. The unifying SDN orchestrator maintains the current topology information of the entire network and tracks the network capabilities by exchanging messages with the network elements. Network elements can either be physical entities or virtual entities obtained through NFV or network service chaining [43] .
The unifying SDN orchestrator has access to all the LayBack layers to flexibly reconfigure the network. Through the central SDN orchestrator control, existing and future architectures can be flexibly integrated to achieve seamless resource sharing and mobility of users (devices) across multiple technologies. Networks maintained by different operators need to communicate their requirements and reconfiguration capabilities to the SDN orchestrator. An operator may choose not to advertise its capabilities or can selectively share capabilities based on real-time statistics, such as resource availability.
IV. SDN BASED MANAGEMENT OF DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING FOR A NETWORK SERVICE
This section introduces a management framework and the management processes to fulfill the computing requirements in a decentralized manner by dynamically reconfiguring the network based on SDN. In traditional cloud computing based networking, the computing requirements for a given user's network service are addressed in a centralized manner. Our approach not only decentralizes the computing, but also collectively delivers the distributed computing as an aggregated network service to the users.
A. MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK PLANES AND INTERFACES
We introduce the management framework planes and interfaces illustrated in Fig. 2 for managing the provisioning of services with the LayBack architecture. In particular, we introduce from bottom to top, the data/compute plane, the control/management plane, and the orchestration plane. These planes interface with the conventional southbound and northbound interfaces of SDN. We introduce a management (M) interface for the interactions of the orchestration and control/management plane entities as well as a compute (C) interface for the interactions of the data/compute plane entities.
1) DATA/COMPUTE PLANE
The data/compute plane consists of all the SDN controlled communication and computing nodes that can be VOLUME 6, 2018 reconfigured by a logical control plane. A computing node can belong to any of the LayBack architecture layers (see Fig. 1 ), i.e., the RAN, gateway, switching, and core network layers.
2) CONTROL/MANAGEMENT PLANE
The control/management plane is a logical entity that is instantiated by the SDN orchestrator. More specifically, the control plane is a collection of all the management functions corresponding to the network services hosted in the data/compute plane. Essentially, the control/management plane is implemented as VMs on the MEC nodes, whereby the SDN orchestrator instantiates the management nodes, such as the SDN controller specific to a network service requested by the user. Once the control plane is provisioned, the control/management nodes (VMs) are responsible for the run-time management of the network services.
3) SDN ORCHESTRATION PLANE
The SDN orchestration plane consisting of the SDN orchestrator and the mapping element (ME, introduced in Section IV-B.3) is the logically centralized high level decision entity. In particular, the network grid is typically heterogeneous, comprising of several domains, such as, different operator and technology domains. In LayBack, the SDN orchestrator unifies these heterogeneous domains by centralizing the control decisions. The SDN orchestrator instantiates, implements, monitors, and tears down the management nodes (VMs) for the network services at the requests of users.
For inter-operator management, an operator can hide the deployment characteristics, selectively expose the deployment characteristics, or present a abstracted (virtualized) infrastructure to the centrally managed orchestrator. The SDN orchestrator then acts as the coordination point for the interaction of different network services, such as the multi-operator network sharing.
4) INTERFACES
The interactions between the various planes of the management framework and the entities within a given plane occur across pre-defined interfaces. To reduce the overhead and to ensure consistency with the general SDN management framework, conventional SDN interfaces are used for the interactions between the planes of the LayBack management framework. In particular, the interactions between the control/management plane and the data/compute plane can be supported by a conventional southbound interface, such as OpenFlow. Similarly, the interactions between the orchestration plane and the control/management plane can be supported by a conventional northbound interface, such as the representational state transfer (REST).
We introduce the management M interface for the interactions between the individual entities in the orchestration and control/management planes. Furthermore, we introduce the compute C interface for the interactions between the compute nodes in the data/compute plane. The M and C interfaces FIGURE 3. Flow chart for SDN based management: Upon receiving a user request, the SDN orchestrator coordinates with the Mapping Element (ME) in the orchestration plane. The SDN orchestrator decomposes the problem and provisions the network connectivity among the management nodes in the SDN control/management plane to enable the control and management of the requested service. The management nodes then in turn provision the data/compute plane nodes and their interconnections in the data/compute plane for the service delivery. Overall, the SDN orchestrator is responsible for provisioning the management functions in order to achieve the end-to-end delivery of network services.
are general interface constructs that flexibly allow particular protocol interfaces to be incorporated within the general M and C interface constructs. For instance, the X2 interface (for eNB to eNB connections in LTE) or the N interface (for interconnections of network functions in the 5G backhaul) can be incorporated within the general M interface as needed to fulfill user requests. On the other hand, the S1-U interface (between eNB and S-GW in the LTE backhaul) can be incorporated into the C interface in the data/compute plane.
B. ORCHESTRATION LAYER PROCESSING
Adapting SDN principles [6] , [7] , we centralize the decision making involved in the service provisioning at the SDN orchestrator. In particular, the orchestration plane coordinates the service provisioning by executing the steps illustrated in Fig. 3 for each service request.
1) USER REQUEST FOR NETWORK SERVICE
We define a network service as a user desired network application that enables the user to interact with a remote client (cloud service) or other end-users. For instance, a network service in the 5G context could include enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB), Ultra Reliable and Low Latency (URLL) communications, or a massive mobile Internet of Things (IoT). In addition to specific applications, such as eMBB, URLL, and IoT, LayBack can also support the entire 5G framework as a network service. Thus, LayBack may provide specific network applications, such as the eMBB, URLL, and IoT, as a network service either within the framework of 5G connectivity or as independent services.
Generally, we refer to the node desiring to offload a communication or computation task arising from a service request partially or entirely to the network grid as a ''user''. We note that the ''users'' are not only the end devices, but could also include the communication and computing nodes themselves, such as, the radio nodes. A user sends the request corresponding to a network service to the network grid. The network grid forwards the request to the logically centralized SDN orchestrator. Criticality aspects of the service, such as latency and reliability requirements, are either reported or estimated based on the request type.
2) PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION FROM ORIGINAL PROBLEM TO SUB-PROBLEMS
For the purpose of management, we collectively refer to a network service or a network application as the ''original problem'', or simply as the ''problem''. Problem decomposition refers to the transformation of complex original problems into simpler constituent sub-problems preserving the problem integrity. Problem decomposition requires the consideration of the localization properties of the problem as well as the problem structure.
Many network service applications involve only a finite localized set of nodes, i.e., have specific localization properties. For instance, only the co-located radio nodes are responsible for interference coordination. Similarly, the sharing of uplink transmissions over a limited backhaul link requires the coordination of all connected users. Accordingly, for the efficient provisioning of communication and computing resources for different applications, the SDN orchestrator should consider the different sets of nodes that are co-located within a prescribed region when provisioning network services.
Depending on the problem structure, the solution of the original problem may require coordination among the subproblems. Such coordination can be provided by a rootproblem. A root-problem is a special sub-problem that is executed on a locally centralized entity that has connectivity to all the end users involved in the original problem (i.e., network application or service). In addition, the root-problem has connectivity to all other computing entities that solve subproblems or are involved in the decision making processes. The root-problem and the individual sub-problems mutually exchange information for solving the original problem.
3) MAPPING ELEMENT: DETERMINING CANDIDATE COMMUNICATION/COMPUTING NODES SET
An important factor to consider during the problem decomposition is the availability status of the communication and computing resources. Computing entities that are part of the networking grid can simultaneously execute multiple subproblems, in addition to their respective network functions, such as switching and forwarding. Therefore, a computing entity experiences dynamic loading based on the user requests and the current state of the network. The candidate set evaluation of the nodes needs to consider the availability of the nodes, the support for computations, the dynamic loading, the vicinity to the user, and the support for required networking services. As this involves a complex evaluation process, we propose a dedicated network Mapping Element (ME) to evaluate the candidate set of nodes for a given service request. The ME maintains and regularly updates the current states of the network nodes In particular, each node that supports communication/computing services periodically reports its utilization statistics to the ME. The ME considers the latest utilization statistics for evaluating the candidate set of nodes for a user request.
4) OPTIMIZE PROBLEM MAPPING
The SDN orchestrator employs the candidate set provided by the ME to optimize the mapping of the subproblems (obtained from the problem decomposition) to the communication/computing nodes. More specifically, the SDN orchestrator optimizes the problem mapping subject to the node resource availability (i.e., the candidate set from the ME), the service support at the various candidate nodes, and the latency requirements.
As part of the optimization of the mapping to communication/compute nodes, the SDN orchestrator optimizes the mapping of communication services with prescribed quality of service (QoS) or quality of experience (QoE) requirements to the available access network technologies. In this communication optimization, the SDN orchestrator considers the characteristics of the different access network technologies, e.g., the different radio propagation characteristics. The specific optimization mechanisms to employ within the LayBack management framework are beyond the scope of this article and are an important direction for future research. For an initial study on optimizing communication resource allocations in the LayBack context, we refer to [8] .
5) INSTANTIATE CONTROL/MANAGEMENT PLANE NODES
As a final step in its support of service provisioning, the SDN orchestrator instantiates the control/management plane nodes as VMs and interconnects the instantiated VMs with M interfaces through reconfigurable SDN switching. Alternatively, the SDN orchestrator assigns the control/management functions to existing VMs that support the required functions and have sufficient available capacity.
C. CONTROL/MANAGEMENT PLANE PROCESSING 1) INSTANTIATE DATA/COMPUTE PLANE CONFIGURATION
The control/management VMs (that were instantiated by the SDN orchestrator, see Section IV-B.5) configure the VOLUME 6, 2018 data/compute plane to instantiate and to interconnect the communication/compute nodes. More specifically, analogously to forwarding rules in an SDN switch, computing rules can be installed on the computing nodes. Each computing node is configured to process the requests if a rule pertaining to the request exists on the computing node, else the requests can be ignored, denied, or forwarded to the SDN orchestrator. Computing rules can be assigned with an expiry timeout based on the idle status of the nodes. For the typical VM based computing services, the control/managment VMs control the instantiation, migration, and tear down of data/compute plane VMs.
Moreover, the control/management VMs configure the network grid to establish the communication paths that interconnect the data/compute plane VMs. In addition, auxiliary network control functions, such as redundancy provisioning for reliability and load balancing, are conducted by the control/management VMs.
2) MAINTAIN SERVICE FUNCTIONS
Once the data/compute plane service has been instantiated, the control/managment plane maintains the service. As part of the service maintenance, the control/management plane monitors and ensures the end-to-end QoS, and preserves the service integrity in case of disruptions or network changes through recovery operations.
D. DATA/COMPUTE PLANE PROCESSING: SERVICE DELIVERY
Overall, the end-to-end service is provided through the coordinated allocation of the sub-problem communication/computation tasks to the data/compute plane nodes; whereby the data/compute plane nodes are configured by the control/management VMs. The data/compute plane nodes intercommunicate through the data paths configured via C interfaces by the control/management VMs. The coordinated sub-problem communication/computation actions of the data/compute plane nodes provide the overall networking services to the users.
V. LAYBACK USE CASE: NOVEL FLUID RAN FUNCTION SPLIT WITH RESOURCE SHARING ACROSS OPERATORS
The purpose of this section and the subsequent Section VI is to illustrate the use of the LayBack architecture and management framework for an exemplary use case. The exemplary use case is the provisioning of a network service through the management of distributed MEC nodes; specifically, the provisioning of a RAN service. We illustrate how the computing tasks for the RAN service can be distributed over MEC nodes and multiple operators. The distribution of the RAN service computing tasks is enabled through the management framework introduced in Section IV, which operates within the LayBack architecture introduced in Section III.
A. BACKGROUND ON EXISTING RANs
In a CRAN, an RRH is the radio frequency (RF) processing entity which is typically implemented as a part of the RF transmission antennas of cellular radio access technologies. On the other hand, the BBU performs the baseband processing. A fronthaul network interconnects the RRHs and BBUs. BBUs are softwarized entities that are typically implemented as VMs on general purpose computing entities, such as micro and macro data centers. SDN and NFV technologies can compose virtualized BBU functions through the chaining of virtualized network service functions [51] . To date, network virtualization and service chaining have been mainly applied only to the BBU functions in CRANs and to the backhaul (from BBUs toward the Internet). In contrast, we pursue network virtualization and service chaining for the RRH functions and the fronthaul (from RRH to BBU). We examine the spreading of the RRH functions across multiple layers of the LayBack architecture, while flexibly chaining function blocks together to compose efficient fronthaul links. Thus, we effectively study the extension of the benefits of VMs, NFV, and function chaining to the fronthaul.
The recently introduced generalized Next Generation Fronthaul Interface (NGFI, IEEE P1914.1) [44] , [45] architecture allows for static functional split assignments of RAN computation tasks to the RRH and BBU as well as to two intermediate nodes, namely a Digital Unit (DU) and a Central Unit (CU). Based on the LayBack architecture and SDN based centralized management of computing for a network service, we propose a fluid RAN function split. The fluid RAN function split dynamically and flexibly assigns RAN computation tasks to arbitrary MEC nodes.
B. PROPOSED CONCEPT OF FLUID FUNCTION BLOCKS
Each function block in the NGFI fronthaul and CRAN architecture is essentially a computing entity, that transforms the incoming data to a form that is suitable for processing in the subsequent computing entity. Each computing entity may belong to a part of the radio protocol layer operations, such as PHY or MAC of LTE. In the proposed fluid function split, the CRAN function problem is partitioned into multiple sub-problems (function blocks), without a prescribed arbitrary limitation of the number of function blocks. The function blocks can be dynamically created and assigned to the computing entities, which are interconnected through Ethernet or time sensitive networking (TSN) based networks. This process not only provides a high degree of flexibility, but also facilitates new schemes for infrastructure resource utilization. NGFI limits the fronthaul function blocks to be statically split (assigned) to only two computing entities, namely the DU and the CU, in addition to the RRH and BBU. In contrast, our proposed LayBack architecture provides a unique platform for the centralized management of distributed computing so as to extend the existing fixed fronthaul and backhaul architecture to a distributed computing framework. That is, the function blocks can be flexibly assigned to distributed MEC nodes FIGURE 4. Illustration of proposed fluid RAN function split which dynamically and flexibly distributes RAN compute function blocks across multiple MEC nodes. The function blocks are chained to operate in cohesion to achieve a common function goal, i.e., to provide the RAN service. The MEC node layers l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L are assumed to exist across the radio node layer, the fronthaul network, and the gateway layer in the overall LayBack architecture in Fig. 1. without an arbitrary limitation on the number of utilized MEC nodes.
The fluid RAN function block assignment can be implemented through software entities, i.e., VMs, on generic computing entities. The generalized computing entities are MEC nodes distributed throughout the radio node, gateway, SDN switching layers in the LayBack architecture in Fig. 1 . Existing advanced VM management methods for inter and intra data center networks [52] can be applied for the VM duplication, setup, tear down, and migration to other nodes.
C. PROPOSED LAYBACK IMPLEMENTATION OF FLUID FUNCTION SPLIT
The fundamental principle of the LayBack architecture is to unify the wide variety of heterogeneous infrastructures that exist due to different operators and technologies. LayBack categorizes these heterogeneous infrastructures in terms of layers, and interconnects them through a configurable network, i.e., the SDN switching layer, see Fig. 1 . In the LayBack architecture, the RRH is located at the radio node layer, which requests services through the fluid function split paradigm. A given RRH may require different fronthaul services due to changing RRH characteristics, such as varying numbers of connected users, varying bandwidth demands, or varying power requirements. For each change in the RRH characteristics, there may be a corresponding change in the interconnecting fronthaul link requirements, and the function block implementations to complete the RAN processing.
We employ the centralized management of distributing computing, as introduced in Section IV, to meet the computing requirements for the RAN functions. More specifically, the LayBack SDN unifying orchestrator implements the SDN based management framework illustrated in Fig. 2 to assign the function blocks to MEC nodes and to configure the fronthaul network to maximize the overall utilization while seamlessly maintaining continuous service.
D. SYSTEM MODEL 1) RAN NETWORK
As summarized in Table 1 , we denote N for the number of parallel CRAN systems, e.g., the number of service providers that operate a CRAN in a given area. For simplicity, we assume that each of the N parallel CRAN systems has L + 1 layers of MEC nodes. We denote Z l,n for the computation capacity at the MEC node in layer l, 0 ≤ l ≤ L, of CRAN n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . We model the communication capacity of the reconfigurable SDN network interconnecting the MEC nodes as follows. The MEC nodes within a given layer l are interconnected with a shared intra-layer communication capacity C l [bit/s]. The successive MEC layers l and l + 1 are interconnected by a shared inter-layer communication capacity C l;l+1 [bit/s].
2) DATA CALL
We define r as the payload data bitrate [in bit/s] of a given data call (stream) and let τ denote the expected (mean) call duration [in seconds]. That is, r corresponds to the user payload data rate, which we consider to be effectively the bitrate at the IP datagram level. We consider low, medium, and high user payload data rates denoted by r low , r med , and r high . We consider independent data call generation according to a Poisson process with prescribed rate λ [data calls/s] for each of the N CRAN systems, i.e., the total call arrival rate to the N parallel CRANs is N λ. VOLUME 6, 2018
3) FUNCTION BLOCKS
We define the function F to represent the complete set of of fronthaul and baseband computations for a given data call in a CRAN system. Analogous to the series expansion of any bounded function, such as the Fourier and Taylor series expansion, the CRAN function F can be represented in terms of function blocks as F = We denote ρ b for the data bitrate emanating from function block f b processing. Specifically, after function block f 0 , the data bitrate is the fixed I/Q time domain data rate ρ 0 = R I /Q time . Each successive function block reduces the data bitrate towards the (IP packet level) payload data rate ρ B = r.
4) SERVICE POLICY
Following the optimization results for a substantial MEC load in [41] , we consider an elementary greedy service policy that strives to perform the function block computations for a given call generated for CRAN m within the own CRAN m at the lowest possible layer, i.e., as close as possible to the radio nodes. The investigation of other service policies is an important direction for future research.
We consider layer l = 0 as a ''special'' layer that conducts only the essential function block f 0 that results in the timedomain I/Q stream. We do not load layer l = 0 with any additional computations. 1, m) ] to the next higher layer, i.e., layer l = 2, of the same operator m, i.e., to node (l = 2, m). Again, the SDN orchestrator tries to place the maximum integral number of the remaining function blocks on node (l = 2, m).
If node (l = 2, m) cannot accommodate all remaining function block computations, then the SDN orchestrator tries to offload the remaining function blocks to the ''parallel'' neighbors, i.e., to the other nodes n = m, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , within layer l = 1.
If there are still some remaining function blocks, then the SDN orchestrator tries to place these remaining computations on the next ''higher'' layer l = 3 within the own CRAN m, i.e., on node (l = 3, m). Then, if there are still some remaining function blocks, the SDN orchestrator tries the other nodes n = m, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , in layer l = 2, and so on. That is, the SDN orchestrator always tries first one layer up higher in the own CRAN and if this fails, then tries the other nodes one layer back. This process continues until all nodes have been checked. Note that on the last search iteration, the SDN orchestrator cannot try to offload to layer L + 1 (as this layer does not exist); instead, after attempting to place the remaining function blocks on the other CRAN nodes n = m, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , in layer L − 1, the SDN orchestrator immediately proceeds to the other CRAN nodes n = m, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , in layer L. If some (one or more) of the functions blocks for a data call cannot be accommodated, then the call is blocked.
Throughout, the transfer of a function block from a node (k, m) to a node (l, n) requires that the data bitrate rate emanating for the call from node (k, m) can be accommodated within the currently available communication capacity out of the total intra-layer communication capacity C k if the nodes are in the same layer (k = l) or the total inter-layer communication capacity C k;l if the nodes are in different layers k = l. We also note that we only consider the transfer (offloading) of complete function blocks, i.e., we do not consider the splitting of a given function block f b into sub-blocks.
5) PERFORMANCE METRICS
We evaluate the call blocking probability O for the low, medium, and high data rate calls. We evaluate the total mean revenue rate R defined as the long run average rate of completed calls weighed by the call payload data bitrate r. Moreover, we evaluate the MEC node utilization, i.e., the long-run average load level of each MEC node; in order to avoid clutter, we report the average (across the parallel N nodes in a layer) of these long-run average MEC loads for each layer l = 1, 2, 3, 4. We also evaluate the communication capacity utilization, i.e., the long run average bitrate transported across each of the intra-layer and inter-layer networks.
VI. FLUID RAN FUNCTION SPLIT EVALUATION A. APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS
MEC node (l, n) can be viewed as a stochastic knapsack [53] of capacity Z l,n . A function block f b that is computed on node (l, n) occupies computing capacity β b for the duration of the call. Similarly, the intra-and inter-layer communication capacities can be viewed as stochastic knapsacks. A detailed stochastic knapsack model with the different call data rates would become quite tedious. The main goal of our approximate analysis is to give insight into the sharing of the CRAN resources across the N parallel CRANs. Generally, by the scaling characteristics of stochastic knapsacks [53] , one large system can support substantially more calls than a set of separate smaller systems (with the same overall capacity).
In order to derive a simple intuitive model that still captures the essential sharing dynamics, we focus on the computing aspect. We consider an approximate system model with compute capacity Z in each MEC node and one ''average'' call type with data bitrater and corresponding average compute loadβ b for function block b. In order to process an ''average'' call, the total computing demandβ tot = B b=1β b has to be provided by the CRAN system. With one call type, the total CRAN compute capacity can be viewed as a classical trunking system that is characterized by the Erlang B loss formula. For a classical trunking system with a call handling capacity of calls and offered load E (call arrival rate times average call holding time in Erlangs), the blocking probability is
In our context, a given data call requires the processing of B function blocks in the CRAN system, i.e., places a compute loadβ tot on the CRAN system. The call handling capacity of one conventional CRAN system is thus = LZ /β tot . Data calls are generated at a rate of λ call/s for a given CRAN system, whereby a given call lasts on average τ seconds. Thus, the offered load for a CRAN system is E = λτ . Hence, one of the stochastically identical and independent conventional CRAN systems has approximately the blocking probability O(λτ, LZ /β tot ). Our system with resource sharing across the N parallel CRAN systems has a total call handling capacity of = NLZ /β tot and a total offered load of E = N λτ . Thus, the blocking probability is approximately O(N λτ, NLZ /β tot ). By the classical trunking efficiency characteristics [54] , the system with resource sharing has substantially lower blocking probability, and correspondingly higher call completion rate. Accordingly, resource sharing increases the revenue rate R = N λ(1 − O)r.
B. SIMULATION SETUP
We consider N = 3 parallel CRANs, each with L + 1 = 5 MEC node layers. We set all node computing capacities to Z l,n = 200 [arbitrary computing units]. We set all communication capacities to C l = C k;l = 1000 Gbps. For each given generated call, we independently randomly select a lifetime according to an exponential distribution with mean τ = 2 [s], and we uniformly randomly select a payload data bitrate r from a set of three prescribed rates, i.e., r ∈ {r low = 5 Mbps, r med = 30 Mbps, r high = 100 Mbps}. We set the The compute loads and bitrates are typically highest for the function blocks near the radio node and decrease towards the BBU [41] , [55] . We assume that each function block reduces the bitrate to a third of the bitrate entering the function block, i.e., we set ρ 0 = R I /Q time = 81r, ρ 1 = 27r, ρ 2 = 9r, ρ 3 = 3r, and ρ B = ρ 4 = r. We assume that the computing demands of the function blocks are halved for each successive function block, e.g., for a low rate call, β 1 = 8, β 2 = 4, β 3 = 2, and β 4 = 1.
Since function block 0 is often implemented with extensive specialized hardware support, we focus on function blocks b = 1 through b = B = 4 in our evaluations. Specifically, we assume that layer l = 0 in each CRAN m has always enough resources to accommodate the function block 0 processing of all calls arriving to CRAN m and that bitrate ρ 0 = 81r is required to offload function block b = 1 from node (l = 1, m) to another MEC node.
We evaluate statistical confidence intervals with the batch means method. We run the simulation for a given scenario until the 95% confidence intervals for all performance metrics are less than 5% of the corresponding sample means. The confidence intervals are not plotted to avoid visual clutter.
C. EVALUATION RESULTS

1) FLUID RAN FUNCTION SPLIT
This section examines the fluid assignment of the RAN function blocks to MEC nodes. We compare our fluid RAN approach introduced in Section V with the state-of-the-art NGFI (IEEE P1914.1) based approaches, which statically assign the RAN function blocks to RRH, DU node, CU node, and BBU [39] - [42] , [44] , [45] , [56] . Specifically, in our evaluation context, we consider the static assignment of function block f b , b = 1, 2, . . . , B, to the MEC node (b, m) of the considered CRAN m. That is, the static NGFI approach features a fine-granular splitting of the B computation tasks among the B MEC node layers; however, this fine-granular assignment is statically fixed. As an additional fluid RAN evaluation benchmark we consider a fluid NGFI which we define as follows. The function block f 0 is conducted in the DU node attached to the RRH, while the remaining function blocks f b , b = 1, 2, . . . , B = 4, with aggregate computation demand B b=1 β b have to be completed at one flexibly assigned MEC node. We consider the placement of this aggregate computation load according to the greedy service policy on any of the MEC nodes (l, m), l = 1, 2, . . . , L, of the considered CRAN m. The assigned MEC node takes on the role of the CU for the considered call, resembling the PHY split scenario in [41] . We conduct the fluid RAN benchmark comparisons in the context of a CRAN system without resource sharing among parallel CRANs in order to bring out the performance trade-offs of the fluid (flexible) assignment of the RAN function blocks (computing tasks) VOLUME 6, 2018 to the MEC nodes within a given CRAN as enabled by the LayBack SDN based management framework.
We observe from Fig. 5 (a) that StaNGFI has substantially higher blocking probability than FluNGFI, which in turn has slightly higher blocking probability than FluRAN. The static function block assignment with StaNGFI overloads the MEC nodes in layer l = 1 already for low call arrival rates with the high computation load β 1 of function block f 1 . The flexible FluNGFI assignment of the complete (aggregate) set of function blocks with load B b=1 β b to any of the MEC nodes l = 1, 2, 3, or 4 avoids the overloading of the layer l = 1 MEC nodes. However, the complete set of function blocks requires an available capacity of at least B b=1 β b at a MEC node, whereas the FluRAN approach requires only at least β 1 available computing capacity at a MEC node and then enough available capacity to accommodate the other function blocks with the smaller computation loads β 2 , β 3 , and β 4 at the subsequent (higher indexed) MEC nodes.
We observe from Fig. 5(b) that for the practically relevant blocking probability ranges, e.g., below 5%, the revenue rates for FluRAN and FluNGFI are essentially equivalent; however, the revenue rates for StaNGFI are significantly lower. These results underscore that the flexible assignment of RAN function blocks to the MEC nodes is important for extracting high revenues from a CRAN system. On the other hand, the granularity of the function block assignment (individual function blocks with fluid RAN approach vs. aggregate of function blocks with FluNGFI) has only a relatively minor impact.
2) RAN SHARING FOR UNIFORM CALL LOAD
This section evaluates the resource sharing among CRAN systems, which LayBack enables through the positioning of the coordination point just behind the gateways of the respective RAN systems, see Fig. 1 . This unique positioning of the coordination point in the LayBack architecture consistently decouples the fronthaul from the backhaul and allows for the flexible SDN control of the fronthaul and backhaul and the flexible coordination and cooperation between the different CRAN systems. In contrast, the RAN architectures in the existing literature reviewed in Section II-A generally retain some dependencies and direct interactions between fronthaul and backhaul. In these existing architectures, the fronthaul and backhaul are effectively coupled and a coordination among different RAN systems would only be possible through a coordination point behind the core networks, e.g., to the right of the legacy EPC in Fig. 1 . Such a coordination point behind the core network layer would make the coordination prohibitively complex and far removed from the RAN fronthaul, i.e., would allow only for indirect control of the RAN fronthaul. Thus, fronthaul RAN sharing is generally not practical in the existing architectures. We compare a fluid RAN ''no sharing'' scenario representing the existing architectures (as reviewed in Section II-A) with a fluid RAN ''sharing'' scenario representing the LayBack architecture (whereby the sharing is among the CRANs).
In particular, we first consider a uniform call generation scenario where each of the N CRAN systems receives the same call request rate λ. The fluid RAN approach shares the resources across the N CRAN systems. In contrast, the set of N parallel ''no sharing'' CRAN systems do not share resources, i.e., each of the ''no sharing'' CRANs processes calls only within its own system. The ''no sharing'' CRAN system offloads function blocks according to the fluid RAN approach but only to its own MEC nodes. That is, the ''no sharing'' CRAN system places function blocks greedily on the own MEC nodes as close to the radio node as possible; there is no offloading to MEC nodes in parallel CRANs.
We observe from Figs. 6(a) and (b) that resource sharing among parallel CRAN systems reduces the blocking probability while increasing the revenue rate. These performance gains are due to the sharing (statistical multiplexing) of resources across a larger system with our service policy. As noted in Section VI-A, our sharing service policy essentially lumps the N parallel CRANs into one large aggregate CRAN system with a total computing capacity of NLZ ; whereas, the conventional approach has N separate CRAN systems, each with a computing capacity of LZ . The one large CRAN system obtained through the sharing can support more calls than a set of separate smaller systems (with equivalent overall capacity) due to the more flexible resource utilization in one large system compared to the separate small systems [54] .
Specifically, we observe from Fig. 6 (a) that for the considered uniform call load scenario, the blocking probability reduction with sharing is relatively modest, typically on the order of 5% in the critical call arrival rate range when the blocking becomes noticeable, for aggregate call arrival rates N λ around 20 -30 calls per second. The high rate calls require substantially more computing and communication resources than the medium and low rate calls and accordingly the high rate calls experience substantially higher blocking probabilities than the other call types. The rough analytical approximation from Section VI-A does not consider the different call types, but confirms the general trends of the blocking probability and revenue dynamics.
We observe from Fig. 6 (b) that sharing brings only relatively small revenue increases for the uniform call load scenario. The increases with sharing are largest for the high rate calls around N λ = 30 − 35 calls/s. The high rate calls present a favorable combination of high revenue (which we set equal to the data bitrate) and low to moderate blocking probabilities up to around N λ = 30 − 35 calls/s. For higher arrival rates, more frequent low and medium rate calls fill up the free capacities and block the high rate calls, resulting in a drop of the revenue from high rate calls.
3) RAN SHARING FOR NON-UNIFORM CALL LOAD
We evaluate different skewness levels of call arrivals that may arise due to shifts in call generation, e.g., due to popular events. We consider the Zipf distribution [57] with exponent ζ = 1 for different numbers of CRAN systems that receive medium rate calls. In particular, for = 1, the entire call generation rate N λ arrives to one CRAN system. For = 2, the call generation rate N λ arrives to two CRAN systems according to the Zipf distribution with support 2, i.e., a given generated call arrives to one CRAN system with probability 2/3 and to the other CRAN system with probability 1/3. For = 3, the calls arrive to the three CRAN systems with proportions 6/11, 3/11, and 2/11.
We observe from Fig. 7 (a) that for the CRAN system without resource sharing, the blocking probability substantially increases with increased skewness of the call arrivals, i.e., smaller . We confirmed in additional simulations that are not included to avoid clutter that the blocking probability of the CRAN system with resource sharing is essentially unaffected by the skewness of the call arrivals. With sufficient intra-layer communication capacities, the resource sharing flexibly diverts the function blocks to the available resources in the parallel CRANs, keeping the call blocking low even for highly skewed call arrivals. We observe from Fig. 7(b) that the sharing greatly increases the revenue for skewed call arrivals. For the moderate case of skewed call arrivals with = 3 to all N = 3 CRAN systems, sharing can increase the revenue by approximately 25%, while more pronounced skewness in the call arrival pattern allows for even larger gains.
We also observe from Figs. 7(a) and (b) that the rough approximation with the Erlang B trunking model from Section VI-A gives slightly lower blocking probabilities than the simulated CRAN system. This is mainly because the CRAN system function blocks f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , and f 4 have specific placement constraints that are neglected in the lumped trunking system model. Mainly, the function blocks have decreasing computing demands β 1 > β 2 > β 3 > β 4 and need to be executed one after the other with the placement on MEC nodes according to the considered greedy service policy. Thus, the ''no sharing'' CRAN system blocks for example a call if MEC layer l = 4 has enough free compute capacity for β 1 , but not enough to accommodate B b=1 β b , and the other MEC layers l = 1, 2, and 3 have enough free capacity for β 2 , β 3 , and β 4 , but not enough for β 1 ; while this example call would be accommodated in the trunking system.
For the compute utilization, we observe from Fig. 7 (c) that without sharing the utilization levels are quite low compared to the CRANs with sharing. Without sharing, the = 1 scenario already fully loads the resources in the one CRAN receiving all the calls for fairly low call arrival rates. The resources in the two parallel CRANs cannot be utilized, i.e., they have a utilization of zero. Thus, the overall utilization of the compute resources of the N = 3 parallel CRANs is limited to one third. In contrast, the sharing utilizes the compute resources across all N = 3 parallel CRANs. (Additional simulations that are not included to avoid clutter confirmed that sharing achieves very similar utilization levels for all considered call arrival patterns.) The considered greedy function block placement policy more and more fully utilizes the successive MEC layers l = 1, 2, 3, and 4 as the call arrivals increase. For the = 3 scenario in Fig. 7(c) , all N = 3 CRANs receive calls, but with rates skewed according to the Zipf distribution. Without sharing, the CRAN system receiving the highest proportion of calls reaches near full utilization already for moderate call arrival rates and blocks calls, while the two parallel CRAN systems have still unutilized compute resources. In contrast, the fluid RAN system with resource sharing among the N CRAN systems consistently achieves high resource utilization, low blocking probability, and high revenue for a wide range of call arrival patterns. Fig. 7(d) shows the intra-layer communication bitrates for layers l = 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the resource sharing between the N = 3 parallel CRAN systems. We observe that the extreme case of all calls arriving to = 1 CRAN system results in relatively high bitrates in layer l = 1 already for low call arrival rates. The intra-layer bitrates in the successive layers l = 2, 3, and 4 increase as the call arrival rate increases. This behavior is in accordance with the considered greedy service policy that strives to complete function blocks in the lowest indexed layers. For the more realistic case of skewed arrivals to all = N = 3 CRAN systems, we observe significantly lower intra-layer communication bitrates, whereby layer l = 1 experiences again the highest intra-layer bitrates.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced the Layered Backhaul (LayBack) architecture for coordinating heterogeneous radio access networks (RANs) with software defined networking (SDN).
LayBack ties the heterogeneous RANs together behind their respective gateways, such as cloud RAN (CRAN) baseband units of small cell gateways. More specifically, these heterogeneous gateways are connected by an SDN network to a unifying SDN orchestrator. We have introduced an SDN based management framework that is executed in the SDN orchestrator. The management framework coordinates distributed computing resources, such as distributed multipleaccess edge computing (MEC) nodes, to cohesively provide computing for network services.
We showcased the LayBack architecture and management framework for a novel fluid cloud RAN (CRAN) function split. The fluid function split partitions the entire set of CRAN fronthaul computations into multiple function blocks. The function blocks are assigned to MEC nodes according to a service policy. We evaluated an elementary greedy service policy that shares resources between the CRAN systems of different operators. We found that the resource sharing substantially increases the revenue rate from the CRAN service.
LayBack can serve as basis for a wide range of future research directions. One direction is to develop and evaluate optimization mechanisms for the function splitting (problem decomposition) and the allocation of the resulting function blocks (sub-problems). Initial work in this direction has, for instance, explored time-scale based decompositions [8] , [58] . The convergence and optimality characteristics of such timescale decompositions as well as other problem decomposition approaches need to be thoroughly examined in future research. 
